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ABSTRACT
The Covid-19 pandemic has hurt global tourism, including in Indonesia. Covid-19 has made tourism actors aware to be wise in managing natural and cultural resources. This research was conducted to analyze the strengthening of border tourism during Covid-19 from a political boundary perspective. This study uses a descriptive method with a qualitative approach. The data in this study were obtained through interviews and literature study. The informants in this study are the Regent of Sambas, Deputy Regent of Sambas, Head of the Department of Tourism and Marketing of the Sambas Regency for Youth and Sports, Head of the Destination Section of the Sambas Regency Youth and Sports Tourism Office, Generation of Pesona Indonesia (GenPI), and community leaders. Literature studies were obtained from journals and online news about border tourism during Covid-19 from a political boundaries perspective. This study found that based on strengthening border tourism during Covid-19, it has been carried out through political boundaries perspective by (1) understand and implement the Covid-19 border tourism adaptation policy, (2) strengthening the political potential of border tourism during Covid-19, and (3) developing digital-based border tourism during Covid-19.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Tourism is a multidimensional and multifaceted activity that touches many lives and many different economic activities [1]. Tourist attractions can be in the form of art, culture, nature, historical heritage, sports, or objects that are still natural or have received the human intervention [2]. Like all operations that produce goods and services, tourism operations aim to achieve the highest profit by making the best use of available resources. Since production and consumption are simultaneous in the tourism industry, the profitability of the tourism operation is highly dependent on the demand to be attracted. Tourism demand can be easily affected by adverse conditions in the tourism environment [3].

This study uses an analytical knife that is based on the perspective of the political boundaries. This theory states that there are several other phenomena related to political boundaries perspectives, namely (1) cross-border shopping opportunities, (2) bordertown gambling, (3) welcome centers, and (4) international pockets. Cross-border shopping opportunities is regarded as a pleasure-based mode of leisure travel for many individuals and a major driver of tourism in border areas. Bordertown gambling is the situations offers enough opportunities for in-state border gambling communities to draw significant numbers of people from neighboring off-state areas by constructing gambling in the boundaries. Tourist information buildings or reception centres along major highways at or near their borders are welcome centres. International pockets is eclave/enclave, which is a small portion of a country entirely surrounded by the territory of another country [4]. This phenomenon is an opportunity for tourism on the border to develop, including when facing the global Covid-19 pandemic.

The outbreak of Coronavirus 2019 or Covid-19 caused by the SARS-COV-2 virus started in Wuhan, China, at the end of December 2019, which has resulted in many chaos including triggering the global economic crisis [5]. This in turn has a very real impact
on the tourism sector, which is very important for many people, places, and businesses, with impacts, particularly felt in countries, cities, and regions where tourism is an important part of the economy.

Politically, every element of the government that is formed functions to provide its services to the public [6]. Governments around the world have pursued unprecedented steps to contain the virus, travel restrictions, business operations, and person-to-person interactions that have brought the tourism economy to a halt. Many countries are now entering a new phase in fighting the virus while at the same time reopening their tourism economy. This is a complex and challenging task, and it is difficult to quantify the impact on the tourism economy.

In 2016, Asia Pacific led the growth of tourist arrivals worldwide at 9% followed by Africa at 8% and America at 3%. The number of tourists coming to Asia increased by 23.1 million, from 269.7 million in 2015 to 292.8 million in 2016. The area is estimated by the United Nations World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) to receive an additional 535 million tourists by the end of the year 2030 [7].

Challenges and opportunities always arise in every extraordinary event. The biggest challenge is how can tourism be able to bounce back with a health protocol that can minimize the transmission of Covid-19? True tourism is the movement of people, human relations, sharing experiences, and even sharing knowledge, fun, and satisfaction ending with a warm hug as a memory that will always be remembered. Now, Covid-19 forces us to adjust our distance in socializing, use masks to protect the environment, food, and so on. Tourism is forced to adapt to new realities and of course, this adaptation will be very much up to the managers and tourists themselves.

January—April 2020 the number of tourists reached 2.77 million visits or decreased compared to the number of foreign tourists visiting in the same period in 2019 which amounted to 5.03 million visits [8]. International tourism is a tourism category in which tourists have a longer radius of motion outside the national boundaries of the territory they live in continuously and whereas the economic impact of this type of tourism is significantly higher than that of domestic tourism. Almost all international tourists perform the same three activities for them, and with which we can measure the dimensions of international tourism [9]. Based on projections made by the Indonesian government, it shows that tourism is proclaimed as one of the priority sectors for development in the next five years. This is expected to be the number one foreign exchange contributor in Indonesia in 2020. To achieve this, the government is making big projections, including accelerating development in the tourism line through a program of 10 priority tourism destinations which are divided into National Tourism Strategic Areas and Special Economic Zone for Tourism or what is called the “10 New Bali” [10].

The epidemic that originated in the city of Wuhan, China has made Indonesian tourism lose its many tourists. This can be seen from the number of realized foreign tourist arrivals during 2019 which reached 16.3 million. Of these, 12% of tourists came from China [8]. Since the pandemic, the number of foreign tourists to Indonesia has decreased drastically. Based on this background, this research was conducted to answer the question "How were efforts to strengthening border tourism during Covid-19 from a political boundaries perspective?"

2. METHODS

This research was conducted to examine the strengthening of border tourism during Covi19 from a political perspective. This research was conducted from March 2020 to September 2020 using qualitative methods. Qualitative methods are carried out by conducting interviews with informants and by studying literature. Literature studies are used by examining written sources from online journals and news regarding the strengthening of border tourism during Covi19 from a political perspective. Resource persons in this study were the Regent of Sambas, Deputy Regent of Sambas, Head of Institutions and Marketing at the Department of Tourism, Youth and Sports of Sambas Regency, Head of the Destination Section at the Department of Tourism, Youth and Sports of Sambas Regency, GenFi Management, and community leaders.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Strengthening border tourism during Covid-19 by a political boundaries perspective through:

3.1. Understand and Implement the Covid-19 Border Tourism Adaptation Policy

In the framework of global tourism development, tourism strategic planning is needed [11]. Strategic documents are very important because they represent a powerful mechanism and tool for making tourism policies [12]. Resource management, both natural resources and human resources, also needs to be done so that the border area can experience optimal development [13]. Several border tourism adaptation policies during Covid-19 refer to the Covid-19 pandemic health protocol that must be adopted by both tourists and tour managers, including checking body temperature, wearing masks, and maintaining distance when socializing. With security issues increasing in the aftermath of a terrorist attack, travellers have to adjust to increasingly stringent inspections at airports, malls, and office buildings. This protocol ensures that people
do not carry sharp objects or liquids deemed dangerous. This eventually became a new habit which was adapted by all users of aviation services, hotels, malls, or office buildings to date.

In the future, it is possible to check body temperature, use masks, and maintain distance to become new habits, which eventually change our old habits, for example by no longer shaking hands when we meet, but smiling, nodding, and greating hands on our chests. Don’t be afraid to interact with tourists, as long as you follow health protocols. Cleanliness, Protocols, and Health Facilities in major destinations and tourist attractions are considered by tourists to visit. Therefore, managers of tourist attractions need to adjust the management of their visitors by training tourist attraction managers to understand health protocols. Require officers and visitors to wear masks and disseminate health protocols to potential visitors.

Covid-19 reminds us that tourism is not everything. Tourism is affected by external factors such as infectious diseases; climate change, terrorism, social/political conflict, etc. So that destination resilience should not only rely on the tourism sector, but it is necessary to combine its development with other sectors, such as creative industries, agriculture, plantations, or fisheries. Covid-19 forces us not to ignore the standards of excellent service, hygiene, and health. Tourism is a service sector, which relies heavily on services and people who serve. Standards are instruments for controlling the quality of service, so they should be applied to ensure a quality tourist experience. Accurate information is one of the hopes of all tourists.

The Covid health protocol regulates the movement of people (maintaining distance, wearing masks, checking body temperature, and washing hands). This protocol needs to be adopted and adapted in managing visitors, such as regulating quotas, dividing large groups into small groups during tourist activities, providing handwashing facilities, maintaining environmental cleanliness, safe Covid-19. Less aware that nature and culture are tourism business assets that must be cared for sustainability. Covid-19 increases our solidarity and the importance of networking. The pandemic period has increased the sense of solidarity between people to fight the virus and also help each other in difficult times. This reminds us of the importance of networking, and the tourism business is known as a tourism chain, where a strong network between actors is needed.

Covid-19 reminds the importance of Destination Institutions. Management institutions and management systems are important components of sustainable tourism. Customer data is very important in tourism for business development and also important in difficult times because it is necessary to maintain customer trust to maintain a business in the post-pandemic period. Covid-19 also reminds us of the importance of risk mitigation. The tourism business is greatly influenced by external factors that occur beyond the ability of the manager. Therefore management needs to mitigate to reduce the risk of loss or bankruptcy caused by external factors.

### 3.2. Strengthening the Political Potential of Border Tourism During Covid-19

In this study, researcher found that to strength the border tourism during Covid-19 by a political boundaries perspective through is not only by increase potency on (1) cross-border shopping opportunities, (2) border gambling, (3) welcome centers, and (4) international pockets, but also by increase potency on (1) cross-border economic needs; (2) natural and human resources, and (3) cross-border tourist attraction events. This is further explained in the following chart and explanation.

**Figure 1.** Political Potential of Border Tourism During Covid-19

Source: Processed by researchers (2020)

### 3.2.1. Cross-Border Economic Needs

In many regions of the world, cross-border shopping is a common activity. People have crossed political boundaries for years in order to shop. For a number of perceived benefits, including lower prices and taxes and a wider or different selection of goods, shopping malls, grocery stores and gas stations often draw individuals from across administrative borders. Based on political boundaries perspective, these are called cross-border shopping opportunities [4]. Furthermore, this study found that these things were analyzed as the economic needs of people across borders or what were called cross-border economic needs.

The development of tourism destinations must be supported by the potential for tourism activities [14]. Tourism is considered a very important activity as occurs in other sectors of the world economy, activities such as agriculture or industry, or trade. Due to the scale and various elements, but also because of the value and
originality of these elements, tourism becomes the main motivation of all of them, tourist traffic. A certain area or landmark is an attraction to travel as far as it can provide tourist activities. The tourism potential of an area can be interpreted as all the elements that make up a tourist spot with facilities to receive tourist representatives [15].

People have crossed political lines for years in order to shop. For a variety of perceived advantages, including lower rates and taxes and a broader or different range of products, shopping centers, grocery stores and gas stations also attract individuals from across administrative boundaries. In addition to shopping (both focused on fun and economics), many cross-border shoppers also involve activities such as watching movies in a cinema, visiting museums and historical or natural attractions, dining in restaurants, using public transport, and spending the night in local hotels for those staying for more than one day [4]. International cross-border shopping is therefore not only an economic practice, it can also be seen in many cases as a pleasure-based mode of leisure travel for many people and a significant generator of tourism in border areas.

Tourism development is important to do, aims to regulate and facilitate tourism practices in the community, with provision for the community in managing tourism potential in the village, indirectly increasing the economy of the people in the village, and helping local tourism sources in the village [16].

Apart from determining policies and programs, the central and local governments are increasingly concrete management of the tourism potential of Sambas Regency through strengthening various aspects, one of which is social. There is still a lack of education and training facilities in tourism activities, so that the ability to manage the types of activities that can be carried out, implementation time, group coverage or composition, visitor expectations, and characteristics of the location (tourism destination) are still in the weak category. This means that there is a limited ability to conduct an assessment of policy activities related to the implementation of tourism, from strategic policy formulation to technical tourism operations in Sambas district.

3.2.2. Natural and Human Resources

Based on the results of research interviews, the Deputy Regent of Sambas District emphasized that the management of cross-border tourism is not only related to infrastructure matters but also the quality of available human resources. Especially in the current era of globalization, some Indonesians are interested in becoming migrant workers to obtain a more decent life. The informant presented data on the flow of migrant workers which reached more than 35,000 Indonesian workers (TKI) who predominantly work in Malaysia. Of course, this is a challenge in itself for Indonesia, especially in cross-border areas to compete in the realm of employment. Thus, improving the quality and distribution of human resources requires support or encouragement from the procurement of various constructive activities.

Atbah Romin Suhaili as Regent of Sambas said the government urged residents to be actively involved in managing cross-border tourism in Sambas Regency. The involvement referred to refers to the empowerment of human resources in promoting border tourism promotion and maintaining the existence of border tourism in a competitive market. This social project is aligned with regulations or policies set by the government, to be able to achieve national interests that make the community prosperous, such as accelerating economic improvement.

The government’s policy practices that are harmonized with social projects can be seen through the provision of training for residents, especially youth in Sambas District. This training fosters the community to be ready and adapt or qualify themselves to the demands of jobs available in border areas, such as business actors and experts who can master foreign languages, at least English, and know export and import strategies as well as computerization. Of course, there is also an appeal to the community to take an active role in preserving and supporting tourist destination facilities. The role of the government is indeed important in managing the potential for border tourism, but community action is very influential as well.

In reality, government promotions will fail when the offered destinations do not provide comfort, which includes unattended environmental cleanliness, natural damage, and minimal maintenance of facilities. This means that in reality, the government is not the party directly involved in the practice of environmental problems in tourist attractions, but the settlers in the vicinity who need to conserve and help the development of cross-border tourism in a real way. The synergy between the government and local communities can build more stable management of cross-border tourism and can continue to exist in the competition for tourism at the global stage.

Besides, there are target demands regarding the presentation of various superior products from Sambas Regency such as handicraft products from Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises, agricultural commodities, and tourism profiles that can be promoted to attract visitors. This target is realized through the Wonderful Indonesia agenda which is followed up with several evaluations from the Ministry and meetings involving local governments to prepare a cross-border market program or the 2020 Cross-border Market which will be
positioned at each point of the National Cross-Border Post, one of which is in Aruk, Sambas Regency.

Furthermore, it is believed that the formation of the Co-Branding strategy encourages the government, especially the Ministry of Tourism, to follow up on Sirikin and directly observe several destination locations, including market locations that are the target of the Weekend Market. The weekly market is a contemporary idea that is alleged to increase tourism potential as well as inviting foreign tourists to the border area through the cooperation of the central government with the regions. This co-branding practice will improve the welfare of border communities in the economic sector because it opens profitable business opportunities, such as lodging and culinary destinations [17].

The Head of Marketing and Tourism Institutions at the Sambas Regency Tourism, Youth and Sports Office, Tegus added that the progress of the Cross-border Market program in Aruk is currently facing core administrative matters. In contrast to the implementation of the Belampar Market which is generally held weekly, the current market program has a limitation on the implementation period targeted at the first week of each month. Therefore, it requires committed and mature preparation from the Sambas Regency government and ministries related to the formation of concepts and field techniques, such as the problem of tents, contemporary or contemporary market models but there are traditional elements, including the participation of the Education and Culture Office in the form of entertainment attractions that become a visitor attraction.

Based on the views of the Head of Marketing and Tourism Institutions, alternative government practices are increasingly being influenced by the role of society. It is pointed out that the surrounding community has taken part by producing and selling typical Sambas Regency products so that it becomes the attraction of visitors. In contrast to the government which functions as a promotional media and festival organizer, the community participates in the agenda and evaluation of festival activities. Various communities or institutions also play a role in the implementation of activities, such as the KKN activities from UMS and other universities at the Smoky Riam with the theme of tourism.

3.2.3. Cross-Border Tourist Attraction Events

Cross-border areas often share similarities with natural conditions. However, it also has different socio-economic conditions. If they have the right potential for tourism development, they can carry out joint activities aimed at increasing tourism attractiveness data from cross-border areas and can contribute to stimulating economic development [18].

In 2019 the government through the Ministry of Tourism of the Republic of Indonesia is increasingly paying attention to the development of cross-border tourism through the implementation of local, national, regional, and global tourism events [19]. Several promotional efforts have been carried out intensively, such as the event The Wonderful Indonesia Beach Festival on 21—22 January 2017 at St. Kilda Beach, Melbourne Australia, and Rhythm of The Spring Festival in China. The event successfully attracted the attention of visitors and strengthened the relationship between Indonesia and Australia through culture, music, culinary and tourism and in the context of welcoming the Chinese New Year's Eve event. At the event,

The Special Staff of the Minister of Tourism for Information Technology, Samsriyono, said that there were three formulations of marketing strategies that had to be implicated. These strategies are naming advertising, and sales or abbreviated as BAS (Branding, Advertising, and Selling). From the three strategies, and implementation program was launched through access incentives, hot deals, CDM (Competing Destination Model), the Border Tourism program, Tourism Hub, and Low-Cost Terminal [20]. This is also in line with the Independent Village program that is being echoed by the government, including in West Kalimantan by Governor Sutarmidji. He stated that the quality of human resources in West Kalimantan must be improved to develop the tourism sector, especially in the border areas, and in line with the indicators of Independent Village. One of these indicators is an increase in literacy.

According to Sutarmidji at the National Literacy Tour activity on September 7, 2019, in Pontianak, he revealed that in the next few years there will be the availability of 2,031 reading houses in West Kalimantan that contain reading material and literature in them [21]. The local government through the West Kalimantan Youth, Sports, and Tourism Office in early 2019 launched the West Kalimantan Tourism Event Calendar which can be accessed publicly via the internet. The tourism activity calendar contains information about what tourist events will be held in West Kalimantan Province.

3.3. Developing Digital-Based Border Tourism during Covid-19

Technology is revolutionizing the tourism industry and determining the strategies and competitiveness of tourism organizations and destinations. Regarding the development of tourism through digital or digital tourism, it is defined as tourism that is supported by digital technology before, during, and after tourism activities are carried out [22].
According to the United Nation in the Conference on Trade and Development access to digital information technology can use various forms of media from mobile phones, internet channels, GPS (Global Positioning System), digital cameras, digital radios, and digital media players. The use of digital information technology facilitates communication in tourism [22] proposes that current tourist destinations must have digital capabilities. Digital capabilities are cross-functional capabilities in the processes, practices, and customer connections made possible by digital media and infrastructure.

There are four dimensions of the use of digital technology in tourism, namely: (1) Provision of information on tourist attraction objects. Provision of information consists of interpretation of tourist attraction objects (ODTW), provision of travel schedules, and provision of maps for the movement of tourists, accommodation, and tourist facilities; (2) The ability to share information. The ability to share information must come from two sources, namely from tourism providers as suppliers and also from tourists as consumers; (3). Context-awareness Context awareness is the awareness of digital tourism culture for the community so that the availability of attractions or facilities, clarity of information and directions on tourist sites using digital technology;

To stop its spread, many countries have made policies to stop international flights, force residents to work from home, wear masks, and maintain social distancing. We are forced to have a new "habit" which is called a new normal, a new thing outside of our old habits, but then it becomes a new habit or new normal. This habit will certainly affect tour activities because it is required to implement health protocols at airports, hotels, homestays, tourist attractions, and during activities. Information on the principles of Ecotourism and how to adapt it for managers of tourist attractions, homestays, and managers of ecotourism activities, is expected to be of benefit to Indonesia's ecotourism network and tourism actors in general. All levels of society, including tourism managers, must be subjects to prevent the spread of Covid-19 to achieve a safe Covid-19 destination.

Sambas Regency itself currently has 95 destination objects consisting of natural and cultural tourism objects. The potential of the Sambas Regency itself in the tourism sector is very rich and diverse. This huge potential will certainly support the economic growth of the community and local revenue if it is managed with optimal development. One of the objects with considerable potential is the cross-border area.

Tourism can create large economic benefits for host countries by contributing to government revenue and creating jobs and business opportunities [1]. The implementation of festivals in the West Kalimantan border area by the government before Covid-19 has achieved good results in attracting visitors. Supported by various media that support the promotion of cross-border tourism, tourists are starting to explore border tourism, especially in Aruk. No less than other destinations that are generally well-known, the natural charm of Air Tejun Riam Merasap is one of the exotic tourism locations of Sambas Regency, decorated with a panoramic view of the special tropical forests of Kalimantan, also equipped with facilities for visitor convenience.

In this case, creative tourism is seen as an alternative to the tourism area as a strong strategy for tourism development in the creative tourism literature [23]. Tourism space is part of the geographical space where tourism is observed [24]. Tourism space that exists, among others, Riam Merasap Waterfall, other cross-border tourism which is becoming known is Lake Semedang, Tanjung Kemuning Beach, Bukit Raya Putri Serai Beach, Selimpae Beach, Dungun Laut Beach, and Camar Wulan Beach. The natural charm of this border can attract tourists from Malaysia as well as other countries because of the affordability of the location which only takes three hours to travel from across the border of Sambas Regency. Foreign tourists who drive private vehicles to enjoy the charm of cross-border tourism have the convenience of traveling overland due to improvements and developments in infrastructure in the Indonesian border area [25].

The excitement of the festival that was held previously continues to invite local visitors and those from neighboring countries to explore the natural charm of Indonesia's borders. The Deputy Regent of Sambas Regency stated that the Temajuk destination provides a sanctuary for turtles to lay eggs decorated with natural charms such as blue skies, white sand, granite rocks, and coral piles that can climb tourists. Visitor comfort is also prioritized through the provision of adequate facilities such as lodging, restaurants, sundries shop, and others.

This condition invites foreign tourists not only to visit destinations in big cities that have been well known before but also in the border areas of Indonesia. Of course, this impact reflects the successful synergy between the government and other parties in managing cross-border tourism. The government has facilitated the promotion of destinations through the provision of festivals and infrastructure assistance to facilitate the travel of tourists to tourist sites. It was further identified, it was also seen that there was assistance from the media in disseminating information on the charm of cross-border tourism that is widely owned by Indonesia, as well as the community who helps manage tourism spots such as preserving nature.

Apart from offering tour packages, the efforts of the Indonesian side in attracting foreign tourists to visit
cross-border tourism can be seen from the presentation of the craft corner at the festival. The souvenir products offered have the uniqueness of West Kalimantan which is unique at affordable prices for young people so that visitors are interested in buying and of course want to know more about the area of origin of the product. Meanwhile, culinary attractions such as coffee, herbal medicine, and others are also equally attractive to attract festival visitors. The appearance of the manufacturing process, the introduction, and the tasting of processed consumption with Indonesian flavors has further increased the enthusiasm of foreign tourists. This is a fairly competitive selling point for border areas compared to other areas. Micro, Small, and Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) of residents to match market demand.

Indonesia is in the position 97 of the survey about the level of state security during the Covid-19 period [26]. Based on the data above, it shows that Indonesia can be a reference for travelers/tourists. Some of the assumptions that emerge about tourism in the New Normal era include (1) Going to tourist attractions is the most desirable activity (Alvara research center), (2) Domestic tourism becomes prevention, (3) Young tourists from the upper-middle class are more eager to travel, (4) Natural tourism objects are more popular for tourism, and (5) Consumers need new tourism experiences-individually based. The results of the study found five things. The first is going to a tourist spot is the most desirable activity. That of course everyone wants, especially people in countries that are affected by lockdown. Second, domestic tourism becomes prevention; for the people of Indonesia, it has just been separated from the lockdown system implemented by the government.

Tourism products and services provide a major pull factor for recreational tourism demand [27]. Tourists are looking for experiences that are different from the ones they have in everyday life. They are consumers who buy a tourism product, using geographic and social-spatial assets, which are prepared in an appropriate way [28]. Apart from the event, the Minister of Tourism, Arief Yahya also emphasized cultivating the potential of cross-border tourism through promotion through the information available in the media or electronic products. Being in a cross-border area is not an obstacle for border areas like Aruk to develop its tourism sector. Because the potential of natural resources is supported by geographical conditions in Aruk. Aruk is a hamlet located in Sebunga Village, Sajingan Besar District. Sajingan Besar District is directly adjacent to Sarawak (East Malaysia).

However, it is unfortunate that Sambas Regency is not one of the destinations in the program. Even though the potential for cross-border tourism in Aruk needs attention to be increased through this digital-based tourism potential. Utilization of the potential for digital-based tourism is also carried out through the role of the government through the Sambas Regency Tourism, Youth and Sports Office as well as with the contribution and empowerment of youth through the Pesona Indonesia Generation. The government focuses this utilization by managing public screens (such as Videotron) and website pages. The local government of Sambas Regency already has a website page whose main function is to share information with the public, especially potential tourists, about what the tourism potential is in Sambas Regency, including in the Aruk border area. Meanwhile, Generasi Pesona Indonesia focuses on management through internet social media. Currently, utilization through the application has not been implemented because the application is not yet available in Sambas Regency.

Based on the results of research through interviews with the Head of Marketing and Tourism Institutions at the Sambas Regency Tourism, Youth and Sports Office said that the community carries out tourism activities and evaluates them. Meanwhile, the government supports in terms of promoting and holding events by inviting institutions or communities that wish to join. Besides, he also revealed that there were several activities from universities where they had held Real Work Lectures including Thematic Real Work Lectures. The Real Work Lecture raised the theme of tourism. The students saw the existing tourism potentials such as the Smoky Riam and the Dance Festival. However, this potential has not been managed with more modern methods by the demands of current technological developments. For this reason, it is necessary to strengthen digital-based tourism information systems that take advantage of technological developments with the following methods.
Things that used to be obstacles can then be processed into these benefits supported by the use of digital-based technology and information that prioritizes promotion through social media and facilitating services. One of the ways that the Ministry of tourism has taken in developing this potential is by empowering the youth movement through the Pesona Indonesia Generation (GenPI) and the Wonderful Indonesia Generation (GenWI).

However, with the still presence of Covid-19, this causes tourists to choose tourist areas that are not far from their home or country area. Third, young tourists from the upper-middle class are more eager to travel; Fourth, natural attractions are more popular for tourism, this is because tourists think that it is easier to maintain distance when doing tours in nature. The difference from tourism is carried out by animal gardens or places that are less open. The fifth and the last consumers need a new travel experience-individually based; doing individually-based makes it more like traveling to tourist attractions and tourists don't need to think too much about social distension. Maybe this activity is very much done.

The general chairman of the National Generation of Enchantment of Indonesia, Mansyur Ebo, in a seminar entitled Cross Border Digital Destinations in Batam, Riau Islands from 6 to 8 December 2018, revealed that to realize the objectives of the Digital Cross Border, the Ministry of Tourism also relies on the involvement of the Generation Pesona Indonesia forum. He also hopes that the activation of this forum can also support the achievement of the target of 20 million foreign tourists visiting Indonesia and 275 million domestic or domestic tourists [19].

The Minister of Tourism of the Republic of Indonesia, Arief Yahya said that tourism must follow global technological developments, be closer to tourists, and be more professional for this, the Ministry of Tourism formed the Indonesian Enchantment Generation (GenPI) and the Wonderful Indonesia Generation (GenWI). The Pesona Indonesia Generation (GenPI) in West Kalimantan has to promote the tourism potential of West Kalimantan by its members in the country.

Meanwhile, Generasi Wonderful Indonesia is a forum for youth whose members are abroad with the same task, namely promoting tourism through social media. The role of increasing the promotion of tourism potential through the Generation Pesona Indonesia and GenWI forum is carried out by utilizing digital media or digital destinations. One of the programs implemented by the Pesona Indonesia Generation of West Kalimantan is the GenPI Roaming Program. This program is implemented by exploring tourist objects in four districts/cities, namely in Sanggau, Bengkayang, Sintang, and Kapuas Hulu. This program is also part of the partnership between GenPI and the West Kalimantan Youth, Sports and Tourism Office which aims to make cross-border tourism more widely known by the community to foreign countries.

4. CONCLUSION

In this era, various kinds of tourism activities and supported by various facilities and services provided by the community, businessmen, government, and local governments. Seen from this understanding, it indicates that there is a link between one party and another in realizing good tourism, especially in the current digital era. The development of digital-based literacy tourism should reach out in cross-border areas including Aruk, Sambas Regency, and the Aruk border into the Wonderful Indonesia Calendar of Events (CoE) launched by the Ministry of Tourism. Tourism is one of Indonesia’s strategic sectors to increase Indonesia's
economic figures. The potential of natural, cultural, and local wisdom possessed by each region in Indonesia, including in the border area, which is an attraction for both local and foreign tourists. Based on various data the authors obtained, it was found that the tourism sector was paralyzed when faced with the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, including border tourism. The results of the study found that the formation of both was carried out to increase tourism promotion through social media. Also, the use of information technology by the current millennial era is carried out so that Indonesian tourism can compete in the international arena. This research finds that based on strengthening border tourism during Covid-19 has been carried out through of political boundaries perspective by understand and implement the Covid-19 border tourism adaptation policy, strengthening the political potential of border tourism during Covid-19, and developing digital-based border tourism during Covid-19.
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